
 
  

World’s Greatest 
Game 
The game where players create 
their own game. 
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OVERVIEW 
a. Description 

World’s Greatest Game is a 2-6 player board game where each player gets the experience of 

conceptualising their very own game while following the process of game development and 

managing funds in the process. Each player must balance their $20,000 budget while 

simultaneously raising a crowdfund goal of $20,000. World’s Greatest Game is a party game that 

will get everyone’s creative juices flowing while inspiring budding game developers across the 

globe to chase their dream. 

b. Theme 

World’s Greatest Game follows a meta theme, which is a self-referential genre of board games. 

There are a small number of meta games on the market currently, but are often made for ironic 

and sarcastic purposes.  

c. Background Research 

i. Genre 

World’s Greatest Game is a party and family game. It relies heavily on creative responses and can 

be used as a light-hearted party game with friends while having a few drinks, or for families with 

older children.  

ii. Similar products 

There are a small number of similar products on the market. Although 

not extremely common, there is a niche trend in ironic board games. 

Unpub: The Unpublished Game, Deck Building: The Deck Building 

Game, and Time Management: The Time Management Game are 

examples of the types of meta games that exist and incorporate key 

elements from game development as a part of their game.  

 
iii. Marketing 

Most of the aforementioned games began on Kickstarter, with the Unpub: The Unpublished Game 

being a part of an April fools joke for followers of the Unpub network. Although the games were 

created ironically, Unpub managed to raise $18,918 in pledges on Kickstarter in 2015. 

d. Rules:  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TlLOwENc3sYtVa2lzaWpZIi-

c97hHk8JJC3iKmz6Sz4/edit?usp=sharing 
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e. Materials 

1. Theme cards: these will have a particular theme e.g. Fantasy, Illuminati, Disney. 

2. Mechanic cards: e.g. variable player powers, dice rolling. 

3. Victory cards: this will tell how the player wins e.g. highest score, escape. 

4. Crowdfund tracker: A slider scale that goes up to 20 (signifying $20k) 

5. Budget tracker: similar to the crowdfund tracker, but this will begin at 20 and go down. 

6. 40 second timer 

f. Key Mechanics 

- Card driven 

- Role playing: game designer vs. publisher 

- Money tracking 

- Decision making 

g. Three Act Structure 

Act 1: The game begins by everyone picking up two of each card, with the person with the longest 

hair being the publisher for the first round. The first phase is all players deciding on which cards 

they will play and conceptualising game ideas. The first act is relatively calm as everyone slowly 

gains crowdfunds. 

Act 2: This stage becomes slightly more competitive and intense as players are aiming for the 

most creative game ideas and using their budget to buy the best ideas.  

Act 3: The end phase is triggered by the winning player reaching the crowdfund goal. This phase 

becomes a race to raise the most crowdfunds. 

PROCESS 
h. Ideation process 

Conceptualising the board game began by putting together words in order to create a 

hypothetical game. There were two potential game names that stuck out to me most- Drink Bottle 

Wars and World’s Greatest Board Game. I liked the idea of a meta board game so I decided to 

focus my attention on World’s Greatest Board Game, hoping the name itself would attract 

interest and curiosity, later changing it to World’s Greatest Game. 
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i. Prototype 

My first prototype was a hand drawn board on a piece of paper 

along with some poorly cut 

cards with scribbled words. This 

evolved to a more succinct 

board with ruled lines, which I 

photocopied. I designed my 

cards on Microsoft Word, 

assuring each card had a title which was either theme, mechanic, 

prototyping, playtesting, or publishing. Each card included a 

budget icon and a crowdfund icon. Each card had a different 

budget and crowdfund amount included as well. Since changing my game, I eliminated the boards 

and a number of cards but kept the budget and crowdfund tracker, with hopes for the future to 

upgrade them to a motion scale. 

 

2.1 Playtest results 

i. Playtest 1 (16.5.19)  

My first playtest was with myself to get a better idea of how the game would play out 

when finalised. This step was extremely important as it brought up a number of issues that I could 

rectify before my first playtest with other people. The main issue I discovered during this phase 

was running out of money too quickly and not being able to gain funds quick enough, ultimately 

leaving the player with nothing to do making the game frustrating and boring.  

ii. Playtest 2 (24.5.19) 4 players 

This was my first playtest with other people and offered valuable 

insight into my game, with the players providing great feedback. The 

majority of the feedback at this stage was that the game was too 

complicated and confusing reducing the games appeal. The 

feedback suggested I needed clearer rules and eliminate the paying 

back aspect as it was too confusing. Feedback included “confusing 

mechanics with placement of cards, selling cards, and complete 

sets.” 
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iii. Playtest 3 (26.5.19) 3 players 

For my third playtest I took on board the feedback I 

received from playtest 2 and eliminated the paying back 

aspect, refined the rules, and made the game slightly more 

fast paced as it was too long and repetitive throughout 

playtest 2. This playtest with my roommates went well 

after I had to explain them the meaning of each phase of 

game development. Although it was improved the game 

still took too long to complete and became boring by the end. “I enjoyed buying players cards, but 

ran out of money too fast and that made me frustrated.” 

 

j. Iteration 

I realised my initial game was too 

confusing, boring, and uninspiring. I 

did not enjoy playing it and was 

becoming stuck for ideas. I liked the 

idea of a meta game but decided to 

eliminate the board and instead 

focus only on the cards, crowdfund, 

and budget. I decided to change my game from a strictly 

strategic game to a party game. I kept the theme and 

mechanics cards from my first iteration, but eliminated the rest and introduced victory cards. 

During this iteration I changed the entire mechanics and gameplay of my game, making player 

interaction more engaging. Players now are given a theme card, mechanic card, and victory card 

and must create a future game based on their cards, while the ‘publisher’ of the round votes on 

their favourite response.  
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i. Playtest 4 (28.5.19) 4 player  

My first playtest with my new game was surprisingly successful. I played with a different group of 

friends who are not familiar with game development and gave them my newly written rules and 

observing them while they figured out the game. The players only needed clarification on the 

rules a handful of times. The feedback from players was mostly positive, stating it was “engaging 

and fun and the game 

ideas were really funny.” 

One player admitted “I 

didn’t know I was 

capable of such creative 

ideas before playing this 

game.” Some criticism 

included not having 

enough variations of cards and it sometimes being difficult to reach the crowdfund goal. 

k. Findings and Results 

Since altering my game to a more creative game my target audience has expanded to individuals 

who like party games. The final iteration of the game was more 

appealing to a broader audience and kept players engaged for 

longer. For my final design I would make the budget and 

crowdfund trackers similar to those on King of Tokyo, 

making it simpler for players to keep track and eliminating the 

tokens, ultimately saving money on components and 

simplifying the materials. The cards would have a similar 

aesthetic to those of Exploding Kittens, following a humorous 

and creative approach.   
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FINALISE 
l. Games position in genre and target market 

The target audience for my game will be 12+ as the concepts of game making may be too 

confusing for younger kids. Although, in future iterations I will include a kid’s version which 

combines basic concepts and would be beneficial in igniting kids’ imagination. This game can also 

be considered a party game. 

m. Potential production process 

My first production step would be manufacturing prototypes to present on Kickstarter and 

playtest/distribute at functions. I may need to hire a game designer to assist in the design of my 

first prototype, then send it to a manufacturer to develop my first few prototypes. I can order 

these from a number of different places including print&play, which allows you to customise the 

game yourself. This will be a good option for my cards as the design is relatively simple.  

c. Marketing 

I will find a number of specialist bloggers and writers to review and share my board game. I will 

place a large emphasis on the ironic and creative aspect of my game through my marketing phase. 

Marketing begins from the moment of conception and it is important I brand my game 

accordingly. Similar to Unpub, I will take a light-hearted approach to my game design and 

marketing efforts emphasising the creative and fun side of my game.  

d. Potential distributors, retail, and publisher 

Once my prototype is ready, I will attend events, such as the ones organised by UnPub which help 

game designers gain feedback and meet with publishers. This is a low-cost event so my finances 

will not heavily be affected. For distribution, I will also get in contact with UnPub to help distribute 

and promote my game as it follows a similar genre to them. Kickstarter will be my first publishing 

option, but other potential publishers include Good Games Publishing and Cravon Studios which 

are both based in Australia and cater to card games. 


